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Cattle market at a glance

Decline in cattle trade slows?
Following last week’s live weight trade, in which prime
cattle values showed some uplift, the decline in
deadweight cattle prices appears to have slowed.
Reports suggest that strong promotional activity on
some cuts ahead of Valentine’s Day contributed to
firmer consumer demand. This played a part in
restoring the supply/demand equilibrium to some
extent, as numbers forward were estimated to be
ahead of the week before.
In week ended 15 February, at 374.8p/kg, R4L steers
levelled on the week, bucking the downwards trend in
the year so far. Meanwhile both the overall steer and
heifer averages showed their smallest declines of the
year so far. For another week, young bull prices
declined more significantly than other categories of
prime cattle. This comes as processors continued to
apply significant penalties onto some of these cattle
which are outside market specifications. Meanwhile,
demand for steers and heifers meeting tight
supermarket specifications continues to be robust.
Going forward, this continuing development may put
the economics of finishing young bulls under even more
pressure.
Deadweight prime cattle average prices 2013-14
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GB Liveweight prices week ending 19/02/14
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GB Deadweight prices week ending 15/02/14
Price p/kg dw
p/kg change on wk
374.8
+0.1
Steers :
R4L
All
367.2
-1.7
Heifers :
R4L
370.5
-1.0
All
367.0
-0.9
Young bulls : R3
341.5
+0.8
All
325.3
-2.6
Cows :
-O4L
233.2
+2.4
223.4
+3.7
All
GB Estimated slaughterings
Steers
Heifers
Young bulls
All prime
Cows

Heifers

15/02/14
15,800
12,800
3,100
31,800
9,900

08/02/14
15,400
11,900
3,500
30,800
11,200

Source: AHDB/EBLEX/LAA/IAAS
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volumes were back 15%, as trade to the two main
destinations of Ireland and the Netherlands was
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Source: AHDB/EBLEX exports of fifth quarter products did well again, being up
5% on the year at 2,800 tonnes.
In contrast, the cow trade rebounded and prices
Beef and veal imports in December were 9% higher
increased for the first time this year. This came as
than a year earlier, as shipments from Ireland
numbers forward were lower than a week earlier and
increased by 8% year on year. In addition, higher
processors upped their market activity. With a greater
shipments from a range of smaller suppliers were
proportion of better finished cows in the mix, the
recorded, including Germany, Denmark, Australia, New
overall cow average price increased 4p on the week to
Zealand, Namibia and Botswana. In contrast, shipments
average 223.4p/kg. Cull cow values at GB auction marts
from a number of suppliers were lower. Notably
this week have been particularly robust; at 126.0p/kg
volumes from Poland were back 5% on the year to just
beef-sired cows were up nearly 6p on the week.
651 tonnes, shipments from the Netherlands and Brazil
Boneless cut exports continue to perform well
were also lower.
Largely as a result of significantly lower cow beef
A full review of last year’s trade performance is now
production, UK beef and veal exports for December
available on the EBLEX website.
were once again lower on the year. At 8,900 tonnes,
390
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Signs of slowing in lamb trade
While the overall weekly average is still showing that
the liveweight lamb trade has increased week on week,
there are now some signs that prices are slowing.
With the higher prices bringing out increased numbers
at some marts, prices began to drop at some centres
from Monday onwards. However, daily national
averages were still showing week-on-week increases.
These increases were definitely slowing as the week
progressed, however. On Thursday 13 February, the GB
SQQ was 3p higher week on week; by Tuesday 18
February it was less than half a penny higher on the
week. On Wednesday 19 February prices were tracking
below week earlier levels, being almost 3p lower, at
189.6p/kg, as numbers rose 16%.
At 192.3p/kg, the overall weekly GB SQQ was up less
than a penny on the week, with numbers 6% higher on
the week.
The deadweight lamb trade in week ended 15 February
continued to reflect the liveweight trade by increasing
nearly 6p on the week to average 412.0p/kg.

Imports continue to slow
As expected UK imports of sheep meat continued to track
below year earlier levels during December, with total
volumes falling 12% on the year to 6,800 tonnes. This was
driven by a 15% drop in volumes from New Zealand. This
decline comes as supplies are expected to be lower in New
Zealand and volumes continue to be diverted to China.
With lower availability and a better marketing position
globally, the average value of imports has increased.
During December, UK imports were on average 11%
dearer than year earlier levels, with shipments from New
Zealand 12% more expensive.
UK monthly sheep meat imports 2011-13
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GB Liveweight prices week ending 19/02/14
Price p/kg p/kg change on wk
Lambs SQQ - OSL
Cull ewes
Store lambs - OSL

192.3
£ per head
59.6
61.7

+0.7
£ change on week
+1.9
+2.4

Deadweight prices week ending 15/02/14
Price p/kg p/kg change on wk
GB lambs SQQ - OSL
412.0
+5.6
European prices week ending 16/02/14 (converted from €)
United Kingdom
410.9
+7.4
Republic of Ireland
362.2
-1.4
France
477.1
-17.6
EU-25
416.1
+2.5
Estimated slaughterings (lambs)
Great Britain
Northern Ireland
Republic of Ireland

15/02/14
182,900
6,800
35,900

08/02/14
195,600
7,600
35,500

Source: AHDB/EBLEX/LAA/IAAS, EU Commission, Bord Bia, DARD

This trend is still expected to continue as supplies in
New Zealand are set to be tight for much of 2014.
Latest export data from New Zealand shows that
exports heading to the UK for December were 21%
lower on the year in volume terms and 16% dearer, in
sterling terms, on average.
A full year summary of UK sheep meat imports can be
found here.

Export data revised upwards
Alongside the release of December’s export figures
there was a considerable revision for previous months’
export stats. For the September to November period,
previous figures showed a total export tonnage of
26,200 tonnes; in the newly revised data for this
period, exports totalled 28,400 tonnes.
The new figures covering the December period currently
show a 16% drop in exports for the month. This was driven
by considerable drops in trade with the four largest
markets, France, Hong Kong, Italy and Germany. However
volumes to a number of the smaller markets were
reportedly higher. However as with previous months, it is
possible that these figures will be revised upwards.
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Source: HMRC

The latest trade figures and are available on the EBLEX
website, as is a full summary of 2013 exports.
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